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Introduction

The bosonic string (and p-brane) theory allows a geometric description in terms of extrinsic
geometry of the worldsheet treated as a surface embedded into a flat jD-dimensional Minkowski
space [1, 2, 3, 4] 1.

In this approach the dynamics of a free relativistic string is described by the Maurer-Cartan
equation supplemented with the additional conditions which insure the string worldsheet to be
a minimal surface embedded into the flat target space-time. All these additional constraints can
be solved algebraically with respect to the so(l, D — 1) valued connection form whose curvature
vanishes due to the Maurer-Cartan equations [5]. Thus, though the string in the geometric
approach is described by nonlinear equations [1, 2, 5], the latter finally appear as zero curvature
conditions for so(l, D—1) valued connection forms properly specified in terms of the independent
field variables [5].

The system of independent equations describing a free string theory in the Minkowski space
of arbitrary dimension D was derived, for the first time, by Zheltukhin [1]. In the form when all
the gauge symmetries inherent in the string theory are kept, this system is constituted by the
WZNW sigma-model-type equation

^ ^ (1)

for the 50(1, D - 1) valued matrix field &>

GGT = I ,

and the Liouville-type equation

(__) W = \

for a "scalar density" ew [5]. Thus the considered system involves these two independent fields,
as well as two chiral SO{D - 2) vector fields [~~]\ ( ^ *

= 0, 0(++)Af£+W = 0, (3)

which appear in the right-hand side.
Already at the early stages of the geometric approach it was observed that at least for the

low dimensions D this system is exactly solvable. Indeed, it is reduced to the Liouville equation
for D = 3 and a complex Liouville equation for D = 4. The general solution for D = 5 was
derived in [2]. However, for the generic case the general solution of the equations (1), (2), (3)
was so far unknown.

In this paper we present the general solution of these equations for any value of D.

First of all, our result gives a new example of non-trivial system of exactly solvable nonlinear
equations.

Secondly, this opens the door for studying the classical and quantum string theory in terms
of new left- and right-moving variables which parametrize the general solution.

The meaning and origin of our results require some comments.
xSee [3] for a supersymmetric generalization of the classical surface theory and its application to superstrings

and N = 1 superbranes.



The standard equations of motion for the string theory become linear in the conformal gauge.
The general solution of these linear equations is given by the sum of chiral functions (subjected to
the Virasoro constraints). The string-inspired nonlinear equations (i.e. the equations describing
bosonic string theory in the geometric approach) encode the information about just the same
dynamical system. Thus it is natural to expect (and, as we demonstrate here, this is indeed
the case) that these equations are exactly solvable and that their general solution should be
expressible in terms of chiral data.

Thus, the first step was to seek for an adequate set of chiral variables appropriate for con-
structing the general solution.

In ref. [6] it was found that the "constrained chiral twistor-like variables" (which can be
identified with the spinor 50(1, D — 1) Lorentz harmonics [7, 8, 9]) can be used to obtain a
covariant solution of the chiral Virasoro constraints

which are to be imposed on the solutions Xj^, X^ of the string equations of motion in the
conformal gauge. The D = 3,4,6 strings were treated in this way. It was examined how
the fields composed from such chiral twistors are related to the corresponding string-inspired
nonlinear equations.

Here, instead of solving the chiral Virasoro constraints of .D-dimensional string theory, we
construct two chiral moving frames given by the two sets of chiral 5O(l, D — l) Lorentz harmonic
variables [11], and identify the left- and right-moving vectors d(++)Xj^ and c?( )X~R with the
light-like components of the relevant harmonic matrix. Each set of the moving frame variables
parametrizes a special coset space of the group 50(1, D — 1). Despite the fact that the group
S0(l,D — 1) on its own is non-compact, this coset space is compact and is isomorphic to the
.D-dimensional sphere

SD~2 = SO(1,D - l)/[5O(l, 1) x SO(D - 2) <&KD.2\ .

It turns out to provide us with the appropriate chiral data for constructing the general solution
of the string-inspired nonlinear equations (1) - (3). We construct such a solution explicitly and
argue that this is the general one.

Basic notation

Our conventions basically coincide with those of Refs. [5]. The indices m,n,... = 0,1 =
(++), (—) (vm = v±i: = (v°±v1)) label the worldsheet vectors, while m,n, ••• = 0,1,..., (D-l)
are the flat target space vector indices.

For the tangent space indices we use the notations a, b,... = 0,1 and a, 6,... =0 ,1 , ...,(£> — 1).
Thus, in all cases, underlined indices correspond to the D-dimensional target space and the
simple ones refer to the two-dimensional (d = 2) worldsheet.

The indices +, - denote the weights of tangent space vectors and spinors with respect to both
the worldsheet Lorentz group 50(1,1) and the 50(1,1) subgroup of the target space Lorentz
group 50(1, D — 1). These two subgroups are identified with each other in the version of the
"geometric approach" to string theory (see [3, 5] and refs. therein) which forms the basis of
the present consideration. E.g., we write Va = (V0,^1) = {\{V++ + V"), %{V++ - V"))
for the d = 2 tangent space vectors (and reserve the notations ipa = (ip+,ijj~) for the d = 2
spinors which appear in supersymmetric generalizations of our approach). The indices +, —
within the parentheses mark the weights with respect to the d = 2 conformal symmetry, e.g.



d4m = (d£°,dO = (^(d£<++) + <#—>), 5(<^(++) - d^(""))). The weights with respect to the
chiral affine 5(9(1,l)c and 50(1,1)# transformations are indicated in the same way.

We use the subscripts L and R to denote the chiral functions of the string worldsheet coor-
dinates £m = ( ) ( )

SL = / L ( £ ( + + ) ) , SR =

They should not be confused with the calligraphic subscripts C and Tl carried by some fields.
The chiral Lorentz harmonics (chiral moving frame variables) are denoted by the letters / and
r, while the generic (non-chiral) Lorentz harmonics are denoted by u.

1 Geometric approach to string dynamics and string-inspired
nonlinear equations

1.1 Lorentz harmonics

We begin with the definition of the moving frame variables (Lorentz harmonics [11, 12]) which
are the basic ingredients of '•h** geometric approach to .D-dimensioral bosonic string theory
[9, 3, 5]

m = 0 ,1 , . . . , .0 -1 , a = 0 , l , . . . , D - l .

These objects are subject to the following orthonormality conditions

u^Ujnb = r?o6 = diag(+l, - 1 , . . . , -1), (5)

u++u^++=O, w - - u ^ - = 0,

These imply that the D x D matrix « | (4) belongs to the group 50(1, D — 1)

«tf(O e 50(1 , -0 -1) , (6)

The completeness condition

umuna = T^m^xT + 2Um~

follows from Eq. (5). In Eqs. (4), (7) the light-like notation

~ UD-lm - U—m, (8)

+ «D-lm =

is employed.
The constraints (5), (7) as they stand are invariant under the local 50(1,1? — 1) transfor-

mations acting on the tangent space indices a, b,.... Below we will see that for the purpose of
constructing the geometric approach description of the string theory this symmetry should be
restricted to 50(1, l)®5O(D-2) in accordance with the splitting (4). Just this local symmetry
is respected by the basic geometric postulate of such a description, namely by the condition that



the Lorentz harmonic frame be adapted to the string worldsheet (see Eq. (23) below). This
means that two of (D — 2) vectors Um axe chosen to be tangent to the worldsheet while the re-
maining ones u)n are orthogonal to it. The local (gauge) symmetry 50(1, l)®S0(D-2) reflects,

respectively, the freedom of the d = 2 Lorentz rotation of the vectors Um tangent to the
worldsheet and S0(D) rotations of the vectors ul

m orthogonal to the worldsheet (in the light-like
notation (8) the d = 2 rotations are reduced to the opposite weight scaling transformations of
the vectors u++ and u ).

Thus the vectors u%i appropriate for the description of the external geometry of the bosonic
string worldsheet parametrize the non-compact coset space

(g)

S0{l,l)xS0(D-2)' K)

In other words, the harmonics (4) regarded as the worldsheet fields define a map of the
worldsheet M^1'1^ = {£m} onto the non-compact coset (9)

U * 5O( l , l ) x5O(£>-2 ) '

Below we will see that the basic ingredients of the sought general solution of the string-
inspired equations will be smaller sets of left- and right-moving Lorentz harmonics parametrizing
some compact subspaces in the chiral copies of the coset space (9).

1.1.1 Cartan 1—forms

Differentials of the harmonic variables can be calculated with taking into account the conditions
(4). Differentiation of Eq. (4) produces the equation

% ^ + u ̂ du^ = 0

which can be solved as follows

r<fcC+ = u^w</++'(d),
du£ = up£(d) & { du^~ = -U^-UJ + ulf-'id), (11)

Here

0 -u> ^f++i(d) , ^ = r) S£ftc* = -ft*a (12)

I
are the 50(1, D — 1) Cartan forms (in the vector representation of the 50(1, D — 1) generators).
Due to (4), they are naturally divided into the 50(1,1) x S0(D - 2) covariant forms

, (13)

/—< = u - - d t ^ , (14)

which form a vielbein of the non-compact coset space so(i,i)®so(D-2) > *^e ̂ (^^) (sP*n)
connection

w = \u£d*J* ++ , (15)

and the S0(D — 2) connections (gauge fields)

A^^uytu^K (16)



1.1.2 Parabolic subgroup

As was mentioned above, the choice of the tangent space local group as 50(1,1) <g> SO(D) (and
the coset space (9) for Lorentz harmonics) is motivated by the adaptation postulate which "sol-
ders" harmonics to the worldsheet and is so relevant just to the geometric description of strings.
Formally, the same harmonic (moving frame) variables (4) can be used to give a geometric de-
scription of the massless particle. But in this case the adaptation of the moving frame would
consist in requiring that one of the light-like vectors, e.g. it++, is tangent to the worldline, while
ul and u are orthogonal to it. Such an adaptation is covariant with respect to the following
right gauge transformations [8] (see also [7], where the Hamiltonian form of the corresponding
D = 4 transformations has been presented)

(17)

The transformations (17) form the maximal proper subgroup (parabolic subgroup) 50(1,1) x
S0(D-2) (ZKJO-2 of the Lorentz group 50(1, D—l) [8]. An arbitrary element of this subgroup is
characterized by the 50(1,1) transformation V = ea, the matrix V^ of S0(D - 2)-orthogonal
rotations and the parameters V * of the boosts K&-2- Thus, in the case of geometric descrip-
tion of massless particle, as well as in any case when the adaptation of the moving frame involves
only one light-like moving frame vector, the harmonics ufn (4) can be regarded as parameters
of the compact coset space

qD-2 = 50(1, .0-1)
SO(l,l)xSO(D-2)<zKD-2' K '

It is isomorphic to (D — 2)-dimensional sphere SD~2 [8].
The Cartan forms (13), (14), (15), and (16) are transformed under (17) as follows

J (19)

} (20)

- V—kAkj,

1
t (21)

A**' = {V^AVfi - (V^dVf - 2f++kVk®V—lVlW. (22)

Though the KD-2 transformations (17) with the parameters V l are not the gauge sym-
metries of the whole bosonic string theory, they play a crucial role for understanding the group-
theoretical structure of the general solution of the nonlinear equations (1), (2) (see Section 3) 2.
Moreover, to define the general solution, we introduce two chiral sets of moving frame variables,
Znjr and r^ (see Section 2.2). Their "adaption" is realized just in the "particle-like" fashion
and, thus, respects covariance under the chiral counterparts of the maximal parabolic symmetry
(17) (cf. (82), (83)).

2It was noted in [5] that the boost symmetry allows one to introduce a non-trivial dependence on a spectral
parameter into the connection 1-forms entering the zero curvature representation for the nonlinear equations (1),
(2).



1.2 The first-order form of string equations and the geometric approach to
string theory

The Lorentz harmonics give us a possibility to rewrite the string equations of motion in the first
order form, namely, as the following set of equations [9, 3, 5]

e u , (23)

d(e++u—a - e—u++^) = 0, (24)

Here e±:fc = d£m e^* is a worldsheet vielbein. While dealing with (23) and (24), one should
take into account the restrictions (11) on the differentials of the harmonic variables.

Eq. (23) is the adaptation relation already referred to in the consideration above. It plays
the basic role in the geometric approach to strings. In particular, it implies that the intrinsic
worldsheet metric is identified with the induced one

i(e++e;r + e"-e++) = gmn = dmX^dnXrn. (25)

The geometric meaning of Eq. (23) consists in the statement that the string worldsheet is
a surface embedded into the Z?-dimensional Minkowski space-tine. On its own right, it has no
any dynamical content and gives rise to purely geometric consequences.

The integrability conditions (ddX = 0) for Eq. (23) are as follows

T + + = de++ + e + + Aw = 0, T~~ = de" - e " A w = 0, (26)

e++ A / ~ * + e ~ A f++i = 0 <S> /_ " "* - /+V* = 0. (27)

Thus they require the torsion 2-forms T±± to vanish, thereby imposing proper constraints on
the induced spin connection u>. Besides, they imply the 50(1,1) invariant components of the
covariant one-forms f++i and / i to coincide with each other

/-I"* = U\+i = \ti (28)

The quantity hl can easily be recognized as the main curvatures of the embedded surface [4],
Indeed, using Eq. (23) to express the light-like harmonic vectors in terms of derivatives of the
embedding functions X, we arrive at the standard expression for the main curvatures

(29)

1.2.1 Minimal embedding

Making use of Eq. (11), one finds that Eq. (24) implies the vanishing of the main curvatures
(28)

h* = 0 (30)

Thus the surface defined by Eq. (24) is minimal [4].
On the other hand, expressing all the auxiliary variables u and e through the derivatives of

the embedding functions X(£) and using the induced metric (25)

9mn=dmX^dnXrn, (31)

and its inverse gmn, one can rewrite Eq. (30) (or (24)) in the form

dnX-) = o, (32)



which is the standard string equations of motion pertinent to the Nambu-Goto action (see [5]
for details). Thus the strings dynamics in the geometric approach is concentrated just in Eq.
(24).

Note that it is important for the geometric approach description that the minimal embedding
is described by the covariant Cartan forms / + + t , / l containing in their decomposition only
one of the two basic forms e , e++

/++* = e - / - + - + \ / - * = e++/+"+- i . (33)

(cf. Eqs. (28), (30)). Actually, Eqs. (33) encode three previous equations: (27), (28) and (30).
Thus it contains the string dynamics.

1.3 Maurer-Cartan equation and the string-inspired nonlinear equations

The integrability conditions for Eqs. (11) produce the Maurer-Cartan equations

dQQb _ fi£ A Qcb _ Q (34)

Owing to Eq. (4), Eqs. (34) naturally split into the following equations for the coset vielbeins
f±±{ (13), (14) and the connection one-forms to, Aij (15), (16)

Vf++i = df++i - f++i Aw + f++j A A* = 0, (35)

* = df—1 + / — 4 Aw + f—j A A* = 0, (36)

n = dw = ±f-iAf++i (37)

IVj = dA* + Aik A Akj = -f—V A f++fi. (38)

Eqs. (35) -(38) amount to the Peterson-Codazzi, Gauss and Ricci equations of the classical
surface theory [4].

Thus, in framework of the geometric approach, the dynamics of string is described by the
vielbein e±± and the set of Cartan forms to, f±:ki, Aij satisfying (26), (33) and the Maurer-
Cartan Eqs. (35) - (38) [4, 1, 2, 3, 5].

The most essential general feature of this approach is that Eqs. (33), (26), (35), (36) can be
solved algebraically [5].

Indeed, using the fact that any connection is integrable on any one-dimensional subspace,
we can specify the expressions for the 50(1,1) and SO(D — 2) connection one-forms in the
following way

L), (39)

++G^G# + e—V—G%G%, (40)

where the matrices Gc and G-R are the SO(D — 2) group ones

GCGT
C = / , GnGl = I. (41)

Eqs. (39), (40) provide a possibility to rewrite Eqs. (26), (35), (36) as the conditions of closeness
of some one-forms

d(e++ exp(W + L)) = 0, d (e~ exp(W - L)) = 0. (42)

d (f++iG% exp(-W + L)) =0, d (f-^&c e x P(- W ~L))=0 (43)

8



(Eqs. (33) have been used when deriving (43)).
The general solution of Eqs. (42) (up to some possible topological subtleties which are

unessential for the present study) is provided by

e = >)exp(-W + L). (44)

Here £(±:t) are some functions of the string worldsheet coordinates with the only defining demand
that their differentials are linearly-independent one-forms. It is convenient, however, to choose
£(±: t) as a set of local coordinates on the worldsheet

£m = £(±±> (45)

This choice fixes the gauge with respect to the worldsheet reparametrizations (general coordinate
transformations) so that only 2-dimensional conformal reparametrizations survive (see Eq. (61)
below).

In the holonomic basis d£(±:t) the components of the vielbein form e ± : t are given by

-W - L), e++_} = 0,

V+) = °> V-) = Ml-j) e^~W + L>' ( 4 6 )
eL+_+)=O, L~") 2 ( M ( " ) ) - 1 e p ( W L ) V ;

(++))-1 exp(W + L), etf = 0,

the induced metric (25) is conformally flat

and the covariant derivatives are proportional to the corresponding holonomic ones

V - = ^ ( - ) d ( - ) . (48)

Hence, the expressions (39) and (40) for the gauge connections can be rewritten as follows

u = d({++)d{++){W -L)- c ^ ( ~ ) a ( _ _ ) ( ^ + L), (49)

A* = d^d(++)G%G% + de<->afc_-)GgG£*. (50)
Finally, using the holonomic basis, one can write down the general solution of the Peterson-

Codazzi equations (43) for the covariant forms (33) in the form

>), (51)

(52)

where vector fields M^)j , M^~~)j are chiral similarly to the parameters
the solutions (44) of Eqs. (26)

^ = o, d{._y-^ = o,

Thus, following [5], we have solved algebraically all the equations except for the Gauss and
Ricci ones (37), (38). Substituting (49), (50), (51), (52) into Eqs. (37) and (38), we obtain the
set of nonlinear equations



[(d{++)Gc)G
T

c ,

(54)

describing the extrinsic geometry of the string worldsheet embedded into a D-dimensional
Minkowski space.

1.4 Zero curvature representation and the associated linear system

As we saw, most of the equations of the geometric approach (33), (26), (35), (36) can be solved
algebraically and the final set of the string-inspired nonlinear equations (53), (54) emerges as
the result of substitution of these algebraic solutions into the Gauss and Ricci equations (37),
(38), Since the latter constitute a part of the Maurer-Cartan equation (34), one can conclude
that the zero curvature representation for the nonlinear equations (53), (54) is given by the
Maurer-Cartan equation (34) for the so(l, D — 1) valued connection one-forms specified by Eqs.
(12), (49), (50), (51), (52).

The associated linear system is provided by Eq. (11) with the forms (34) specified by Eqs.
(12), (49), (50), (51), (52).

A non-trivial dependence on a spectral parameter can be introduced into the associated
linear system by means of the parabolic subgroup transformations (17) [5].

Thus the nonlinear equations (53), (54) possess all the features inherent to the equations
which can be solved by the Inverse Scattering Method [13]. Below we will prove that they are
solvable even in a more strong sense, like the Liouville, Toda or WZNW sigma-model equations.
Namely, we will deduce an explicit form of the general solution. It is interesting that the solution
can be obtained by exploiting the parabolic group transformations (17). We will demonstrate
this in the last section of the present paper.

1.5 Symmetries and bridges

The obtained nonlinear equations and their zero curvature representation (34), (12), (49), (50),
(51), (52) possess a number of powerful symmetries.

As was already mentioned, the local (gauge) symmetries of the string model form the
50(1,1) x SO(D - 2) group

J = u + VdV~l =io +a, (55)

A® = (V-lAV)ij - (V-ldV)ij, (56)

* (57)

(58)

The matrix fields Gc,n appearing in Eqs. (51), (52) and (50) are transformed homogeneously
under the SO(D — 2) gauge symmetry

l ^ . (59)

whereas the field L is pure gauge

L' = L-a, V = e~a. (60)

In other words, it is a compensator (or Nambu-Goldstone field) for the SO(1,1) gauge symmetry.
Examining the expressions (44), (51), and (52), one concludes that our system possesses

two types of the infinite-dimensional global symmetries whose parameters can be combined into
left-moving and right-moving (chiral) functions. One of them is the d = 2 conformal symmetry

10



d(—)SL = 0, d(++)SR = 0.

The second one is realized as chiral rescalings of the chiral fields A v + i and M$ZZ) present in
Eqs. (51), (52)

m m e > ivl{—) — M(—)e >

= 0, £(++)/ifl = 0.

Clearly, these rescalings can be treated as a sort of affine (or Kac-Moody) 50(1,1)/, and
50(1, \ ) R symmetry transformations (i.e. as 50(1,1) transformations with the parameters
depending on £(++) and ̂  \ respectively).

The full set of non-trivial transformations of these symmetries on the involved fields is given
by

~ M ( + + ) s L e i M(—) ~ M(—)sR

(W + L)' = (W + L) + hL-a, (W- L)' = (W-L

) ) ~ M{—) SR e

We observe that the chiral fields M^*}, -W/") c a n be regarded as the "bridges" relating
the affine 50(1, l)i,, 50(1, 1)R groups to the corresponding chiral parts of the 2-dimensional
conformal group, while

ew+L =

as the bridges relating affine 5 0 ( 1 , l)i and 5 0 ( 1 , 1)R to the gauge 50(1,1) symmetry. Since
the symmetries (61), (62) offer the possibility to choose the gauge MJ++) = MY^Zl = 1 3 , in
what follows, for simplicity, we will make no distinction between the 5 0 ( 1 , 1 ) L , K indices and
conformal ones. We will also use the superscript ( — ) instead of the 5 0 ( 1 , 1)L subscript (++)
for the chiral vector field M^~~?1 (the chirality of the latter field, d{ )M)~~?1 = 0, excludes a
possible confusion).

In addition, our equations possess an invariance under right multiplication of the SO(D — 2)
valued fields Gc and G-R by chiral S0{D - 2) matrices HR and HL- SO, the complete form of
the appropriate symmetry transformations is

Gc' = V-'GCHL, G-R1 = V^GUHR, (64)

« ' _ try IM-(++)J v f (—)i '_ f f i i i / ( — )3
L

HLHl = HRHl = I, d{__}HL = d{++)HR = 0. (66)

Thus the orthogonal matrix fields Gc and Gn can be regarded as bridges between the gauge
S0(D - 2) transformations and affine chiral SO{D — 2)L and S0(D - 2)R transformations,
respectively.

1.6 Simplified form of the nonlinear equations

The system of nonlinear equations (53), (54) can be significantly simplified by using the SO(D —
2) gauge symmetry with parameters V'-7 to fix a gauge

Gc = 1, Gn = G. (67)

3They also make it possible to fix the value of the norm of the chiral vector fields M ^ ' j (see [5]).

11



Then the sigma-model-type equation (54) acquires the simplest WZNW sigma-model-type
form (1)

<*__) {(d{++)G)GT)iJ = e^G^M^kM^ (68)

whereas the Liouville-type equation (53) becomes (2)

d{++)d{..)W = \M{~f&M£ye™. (69)

The gauge (67) is invariant under the action of two chiral affine SO(D — 2) symmetries with
the parameters HL(^++%>) and HR(^ )), action of which on the matrix field G is given by

0. (70)

2 General solution of the string-inspired nonlinear equations

2.1 Standard string equations of motion, their solution and Virasoro con-
straints

We start by discussing the familiar string equations of motion and Virasoro conditions in the
standard setting. The stuay ox the relationship of the solutions of ^hese equations with the
Lorentz harmonics (which, as was mentioned above, provide the associated linear system for
the considered nonlinear equations) opens a possibility to construct the general solution of the
nonlinear equations (69), (68).

The equations of motion of /^-dimensional bosonic string following from the Nambu-Goto
action (see [10] and Refs. therein) has the form (32)

dm (S=g~gmndnX^) = 0, (71)

where (31)
gmn = dmX^dnXm (72)

is the induced metric, g = det(gmn) and gmn is its inverse.
In the conformal gauge (see, e.g. [10]) the string equation (71) becomes linear

<9(++)a(__)X^ = .f . / v a = 0 (73)

and has a general solution

= 0. (74)

The chiral functions XfL(^(++)),Xf:(^(—)) are subjected to the Virasoro constraints

= 0, B(—)X]fd(—)XRm = 0. (75)

Let us compare the solution (74) with the expressions (23) and (44) obtained in the geometric
approach

±{XX\ ^ ( ) L ( > (76)
Since, due to Eq. (44), the induced metric is conformally flat in the coordinate frame

we can identify these worldsheet coordinates with the "conformal coordinates" £(±:t) used in the
standard string description (71)-(75)

_ |(±±)
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Thus Eqs. (76) and (74) result in

(++) \ W L [ H ] ^ - ^ (77)

It is easy to verify that the Virasoro constraints (75) are satisfied for the functions (77).
It is worth noticing that the l.h.s. of Eqs. (77) includes the chiral functions only (cf. (74)),

while the r.h.s. involve the functions W, L, u± : t which from the very beginning were assumed
to depend on both coordinates ^±:t\

We will demonstrate below that the origin of this fact lies in that any solution of the string
equation produces a solution of the string-inspired nonlinear equations, i.e. the equations (53),
(68) which describe the extrinsic geometry of the string worldsheet.

2.2 Chiral harmonics

In ref. [6] it was discussed how to find an appropriate set of chiral functions for obtaining an
explicit expression for the W and GtJ = (G'1)01 fields which enter the nonlinear equations (53),
(68). Constrained twistors have been proposed as such variables for the case of bosonic string
theories in dimensions D — 3,4,6. Such twistors can be regarded as spinor Lorentz harmonics
[8, 9]. Their only property to be essential for this purpose is that they could be used to define the
appropriate vector moving frame. This allows one to avoid complicated calculations associated
with the use of the spinor moving frame or spinor harmonic formalism [9] and to obtain the
solution of nonlinear equations describing the extrinsic geometry of bosonic string moving in the
Minkowski space of any dimension D in terms of the vector Lorentz harmonics only.

Let us introduce two extra sets of Lorentz harmonics (moving frame variables)

6 SO(1,D-1), (78)

each depending only on the ̂  ) and £(++) coordinates of the string worldsheet.
Recall that the condition (78) means

r\frnk = V(a)(b) = diag(+l, - 1 , . . . , -1) , (79)

r
r<++W") = 2,
r++rrni — o

l\)lmk ~ V(a)(b) = diag(+l, - 1 , . . . , -1) , (80)

*** i++i*# = ot ^ - i = o,
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Further, we identify the chiral vectors d(—)Xf and d{++)Xf with the components r<++) =
(++)(£(—)) axid j(—) = l(—)(£(++)) of these sets of chiral harmonics

(81)
In such a way we adapt the chiral frames to the left and right sectors of the string worldsheet.
Since other components of the left- and right-moving frame variables 1$, r$ remain arbitrary,
we have just a "particle-like" situation in the present case. Hence, Eqs. (81) possess the
invariance under the following affine

{SO{1,1)®SO{D-2)<ZKD_2)L and (50(1,1) ® S0(D - 2) <&KD-2)L

symmetries with chiral parameters

and

respectively4

(82)

V " 1

VR >

(83)

Hence, each set of chiral harmonics parametrizes the sphere (18). As they depend only
on one of the worldsheet coordinates, ^ ) or £^++\ they map one of the light-like sectors,
M(o.D = {C(""}} or A^̂ 1-0) = {£(++>}, of the worldsheet M™ = {Zm} = {^(++),^("")} onto
two copies of this sphere

(a) •
•

_ 2 )

Below we denote the spaces of all possible images of these maps by 5^ and 5^ , respec-
tively.

The chiral counterparts of the Cartan forms (12) contain only one of chiral holonomic basic
1-forms df (—> or ( )

JR — «S /( )R ~ r armi J( )H ~ (—) HI *> '

4The affine symmetry SO(1, 1)L <g) SO(1, 1)R proves to be "soldered" to the worldsheet conformal symmetry
when the gauge A^j^t ' = 1 = M^_S) ' s imposed.
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,

(87)

(88)

(89)

( ^ < ( | + ^ (90)

f(r)l =

( 9 2 )

(93)

The transformations of these 1-forms under the left and right affine 50(1,1) <g> S0(D - 2) C
XKD-2 symmetry (82) and (83) are determined by the chiral version of Eqs. (19)-(22) and its
evident "left" counterpart respectively. It is worth noting that only the forms

/ r tfffiZ and /i-)'
transform covariantly under (82) and (83). These forms are vielbeins of the 'chiral spheres'
S £ - 2 (84) and S£~2 (85) respectively.

2.3 Relation of general and chiral harmonics: solving the Liouville—type
equation

Substituting (81) into Eq.(77), one obtains the expression for the chiral light-like moving frame
vector fields J (— )m(4 (++)), A++^(^—>) in terms of generic light-like harmonics u—^,u++s
the Liouville field W and compensator L

(—)m (94)

Contracting both sides of these two equations in indices m, we get the expression for the field
W in terms of chiral harmonics

e~2W = h-^r£+l (95)

For D = 3 Eq. (95) produces the general solution of the Liouville equation in a special
parametrization (see Appendix A).

A similar solution for the Liouville equation in the conformal gauge was presented in Ref.
[6]. The Cartan-Penrose representation in terms of bosonic spinors was used there for chiral
light-like vectors / ( - - ^ and r ^ + ) .

In the generic case of higher D it is necessary to get the suitable representation for the
SO(D - 2) matrices G^ as well.
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2.4 Relation of general and chiral harmonics: solving the sigma—model—type
equation

To obtain the expression for SO(D — 2) matrix field G, let us analyze the consequences of Eq.
(94) for the moving frame vectors u*. First of all, one finds

J (— )2ai4 = 0, r<++>2k4 = 0, (96)

Eqs. (96) mean that the decompositions of the ul harmonic over the chiral left- and right-moving
ones have no terms proportional to /(++) and A \ respectively

(97)

- 08)

The newly introduced matrices U3^ and U-j? are expressed through the contractions of chiral
harmonics with the generic ones as follows

7 = l^uL U% = r ^ < . (99)

So they can easily be checked io be orthogonal matrices

U3
c
kU$ = 6ji U3

c
kU% = &* (100)

The proof uses the unity decomposition (7) and the corollaries of Eqs. (94)

u—*4 = 0, n + + ^ 4 = 0. (101)

To find the relations between Uc,n and G-Rtc> o n e should consider the derivatives of the Uc,n
fields

and use the decomposition (11) to express the derivatives of the generic harmonics in terms of
components of the Cartan forms (51)-(50). In such a way one arrives at

< 9 ( _ _ ) t / ^ = Sfc__,GgG& %++)U%V% = d^Gi'G* (102)

Eqs. (102) mean that the Gc (Gn) field differs from the (transposed) matrix field U-R (UC) by
an affine SO{D - 2)L (SO(D - 2)R ) transformation only (cf. (70))

(103)

= 0, HRHl = I, d{++)HR = Q. (104)

The expression for VA+x follows from the first equation in (96) upon substituting (98) and
using Eqs.(94), (103), (95). In this way one gets

In the same manner one can obtain

V(
{__} = - e 2 V K r ( + + ^ 4 (106)
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from Eq. (97) and the second of Eqs. (96).
Now we can rewrite Eqs. (97), (98) in terms of chiral harmonics and the functions entering

the nonlinear equations (53), (54)

g (107)

(108)

Prom Eqs. (107) and (108) we obtain the expression

which provides the general solution for the sigma-model-like equation (1) in the gauge (67)

To complete the description of the general solution of the string-inspired system of nonlinear
equations (2), (1), we have to present the expressions for chiral vector fields MSS* (3) in terms
of the chiral harmonics. This can easily be done by applying the derivatives $(++) and <?( )
to both sides of Eqs. (107), (108) and contracting the results with the vectors J(+ +Wd A \
respectively. Then, using Eqs. (51), (52), one obtains

^ _ _ , ^ (111)

Thus the chiral vectors M, . and M/"?* appearing in Eqs. (2), (1) coincide with the

covariant components /(±±) (86), (91) of the chiral Cartan forms which form a basis on the

"chiral spheres" S^~2 and Sf~2, respectively.

2.4.1 General solution of the string—inspired nonlinear equations

Eqs. (95), (110), (111) and (112) provide the general solution for the system of nonlinear
equations (2), (1), (3).

To be convinced of this, one has to take into account the following.

• When obtaining the expressions (95), (110), (111), (112) for all the functions which enter
Eqs. (2), (1), (3), we started from the general solution of the bosonic string equations
of motion in the standard Nambu-Goto approach and then used these solutions in the
equations of the geometric approach.

• As we demonstrated in Section 1, the equations of the geometric approach describing the
extrinsic geometry of the D-dimensional bosonic string worldsheet uniquely produce the
system of nonlinear equations (2), (68), (3).

• The equations of geometric approach and, therefore, Eqs. (2), (1), (3) specify the bosonic
string worldsheet uniquely (up to symmetry transformations, see e.g. [4]), and thus de-
scribe exactly the same dynamical system as the ordinary (linear) string equations of
motion.
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• The general solution (95), (110), (111), (112) is written in terms of two sets of chiral spinor
harmonics (78), which parametrize two copies of the compact coset (18)

SD~2
 = ( 50(1, .P-l)

V 50(1,1) xS0(D-2) <z KD2

isomorphic to the sphere SD~2. Thus it contains (D — 2) right-moving and {D — 2) left-
moving degrees of freedom, the same number as that of independent degrees of freedom of
the general solution (74) of the standard string equations of motion (71).

With these reasons in mind, we conclude that the expressions (95), (110), (111) and (112)
for the functions W, G and M^~~jl, M^^1 obtained from the general solution of the standard
string equations have to provide the general solution of the geometric approach equations Eqs.
(2), (1), (3) (up to superfluous symmetry transformations).

3 On the group theoretical and geometrical structure of the
solution

In the course of deriving the general solution (95), (110), (111), (112) we have got the expressions
for the moving frame vectors (4) in terms of chiral harmonics 5

++ _ W-L (++)

(113)

(114)

— _ W+L (—)um — e ' m '

If the functions W and Gc,n satisfy the nonlinear equations (2), (1), then Eqs. (113), (114)
can be regarded as the solution of the corresponding associative linear system defined by Eqs.
(11), with the Cartan forms (12) being specified by Eqs. (51), (52), (49), (50)).

The solution of the zero curvature representation given by the Maurer-Cartan equations
(34) with the Cartan forms (12) can be obtained by differentiating (113), (114). The solution
is presented by the following expressions for the generic Cartan 1-forms (13)—(16) in terms of
chiral once (86)-(89) and (90)-(93).

() (115)

(116)

d(W - L), (117)

sMore precisely, we have got the first two equations in each set (113), (114) while the third one can be restored
using the orthonormality conditions (5), (79), (80).
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A>i + {GcHR)-xd{GcHR))kl + 2f^+^kV"4). (118)

* = ew+L(GnHL)»fL—)j, (119)

_̂  _ 2 /(-)* ( K (__* y(_^ _

(120)
A'g,

L), (121)

(122)

On the other hand, as follows from the consideration in the previous section, the explicit
form of the general solution (95), (110), as well as the expressions (105), (106) for the 'boost'
parameters, can be obtained algebraically from Eqs. (114), (113) (with making use of the
orthonormality constraints (5), (79), (80) for the generic and chiral moving frame harmonics).

An intriguing point is that Eqs. (114), (113) generating the general solution have the form of
the parabolic symmetry transformations (83), (82) of the chiral harmonics, but with non-chiral
parameters.

Thus the prescription of how to solve the nonlinear equations (1), (2) can be formulated as
follows.

Let us introduce the two sets of chiral harmonics (78), (79), (79) which define maps of the
right (left) light-cone sectors of the worldsheet A^0-1) = {(V""})} (M(1'o) s {(£(++))}) onto
the sphere SD~2

(a) . ^(0,1) = ud—hi _> SD-2
SO(l,l)xSO(D-2)<zKD-2

D~2 ~

Further, let us assume that the generic harmonics (4), (5)

50(1,1) xS0(D~2)
are related to the chiral ones by the parabolic transformations (113), (114) (with the chiral
parameters Hi and HR omitted for simplicity).

Then let us exploit the S0(D — 2) gauge freedom to fix the S0(D — 2) rotation matrix in
(113) to be the unity one. Then the S0(D — 2) rotation matrix in (114) taken in this gauge
provides us with the solution (110) of the WZNW sigma-model-type equation (1) (with the
chiral vectors M, !%, M,__?1 determined by the homogeneously transforming components of
chiral Cartan forms (86), (91)

(cf. (112), (111))). The product of the 50(1,1) transformation factors from (113) and (113)
produces the general solution of the Liouville-like equation (2).

Since the parabolic transformations (114), (113) have a "triangular" form, one can expect
that the described method of getting the general solution bears a tight relation to the known
group—theoretical methods of solving nonlinear equations, like those developed and used in
[14, 15, 16]. A detailed examination of such a relationship could provide a deeper insight into
the nature of integrability and we consider it as an interesting problem for future study.
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4 Conclusion

Thus we have obtained the general solution of the string-inspired nonlinear equations (1), (53),
(3) describing the extrinsic geometry of the bosonic string worldsheet in the geometrical approach
[1, 2, 3, 5].

The solution is given in terms of the two sets of chiral (left-moving and right-moving)
Lorentz harmonic variables (78), (79), (80) and has the form (after fixing a gauge with respect
to some extra symmetries)

I
ffi. (123)

2 *&

(125)

The analysis of the solution of the associated linear system demonstrates that the general
solution we have found can be regarded as the parabolic subgroup 50(1,1) x S0(D — 2) <&KD^2
transformations [8] of the chiral harmonics with non-chiral parameters. As these transformations
are of a "triangle" form in the matrix representation, we can expect a close relation of our
approach to the existing group-theoretical methods of solving nonlinear equations [14, 15, 16].
It is an interesting task for further study to elaborate such a relation in more detail.

A natural direction of extending our results is to look for the solution of a supersymmetric
generalization of the considered nonlinear equations. Such a system describes the extrinsic
geometry of the worldsheet superspace of D — 3,4,6,10 superstring models 6.
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Appendix A: Relation with the standard form of general solution
of the Liouville equation

Here we demonstrate that for the D = 3 case Eq. (95) reproduces the well-known general solu-
tion of the nonlinear Liouville equation. Using the well-known parametrization of the 50(1,2)
matrices

( cosh AL sinh AL 0
sinh AL cosh AL 0

0 0 1

6Let us note that the explicit form of such supersymmetric equations are known at present for the D = 3, N —
1,2 cases [17] only.
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( cosh AR — sinh AR 0
- s i n h ^ H aotto.AR 0 , (127)

0 0 l )
= d{++)AR = 0,

one finds the following form of chiral harmonics (78)

, l ) ,

) , (128)

, sinh,4L> - l ) ,

, - s i nh A H , l ) ,

, o), (129)r-i-rn _

Substituting these expressions into Eqs. (95), (111), (112) with D = 3, one gets

w ^ ± ^ (130)

(131)

The relation to the standard parametrization of the general solution of the Liouville equation
(see e.g. [18]) is given by
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